HIGH POINT ROPING
GRAND CHAMPION
AR – Seth Driggers on Poncho
RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION
TN – Caleb Neill on Doc

HIGH POINT TROTTING
GRAND CHAMPION
NC – Sydney Lytle on GTF Hit the Mark
RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION
FL – Lindsay Partridge on Paladin

HIGH POINT HUNTER
GRAND CHAMPION
FL – Olivia Dodd on Forte
RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION
TN – Micaela Preston on The Court Jester

HIGH POINT WESTERN
GRAND CHAMPION
LA – Alex Leigh LeBlanc on Zip N Flow
RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION
NC – Carly Lamb on Mr. Gun Peppy Pine

HIGH POINT SPEED
GRAND CHAMPION
AR – Savannah Pelley on War Lena Grand
RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION
LA – Candace Copeland on Sassy

HIGH POINT NON-TROTting
GRAND CHAMPION
TN – Georgia Ralston on Storms Quotation
RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION
TN – Kimbrell Hines on Summer